
VERMONT ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD
10 V.S.A., Chapter 151

Quechee Lakes Corporation by MEMORANDUM OF DECISION
C. Daniel Hershenson, Esq. Reconsider Motions:
P.O. Box 909 Land Use Permits #3W0411-EB
Norwich, VT 05055-0909 "Murphy Farm" and

#3W0439-EB "Newton Inn"

This decision pertains to Motions to Reconsider filed
\I pursuant to Environmental Board ("the Board") Rule 31(A) by
I! Quechee Lakes Corporation ("QLC") and Foster et al. on Novem-

ber 19, 1985. The Board convened a hearing on December 11, to
/j hear oral argument from the parties with regard to the

reconsideration motions.
Ii hearing

The following participated in the
.

:

!

j/
QLC by C. Daniel Hershenson, Esq.;

j!
Foster et al. by Robert J. O'Donnell, Esq.:
Quechee Lakes Landowner's Association ("QLLA") by Alfred

i!
:; Guarino, Jr., Esq.;
:IjI Agency of Environmental Conservation by Gordon Gebauer,
/j
'I

Esq.

I I . Nature of Motions
I

The QLC motion addresses a single issue: the Board's
failure to approve construction of a new access to Route 4 to
serve the Newton Inn. See Condition #9 of #3W0439-EB.

In
several

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

contrast, the motion filed by Foster et al. addresses
issues:

The Fosters believe that the Board's analysis of the
term "undue" is overly restrictive.

In determining whether a community standard concerning
aesthetics has been breached, the Fosters argue that
any written standard established by the applicant or
its predecessor in title be considered.

The Fosters argue that the QLC "Masterplan"  is a
written community standard which should be considered 1
in determining whether the projects' aesthetic impacts
are "undue."

The Fosters believe that both applications should be
denied as having "undue" adverse aesthetic impacts
based upon all three prongs of the "undue impact"
analysis set forth on pages 19-20 of our November 4
decision.

The Fosters believe the Board has concluded "that
[existing] visual pollution gives approval for more
visual pollution."
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6) The Fosters ask the Board to withhold approval of the
Murphy Farm and Newton Inn projects until after a
comprehensive open space plan is approved.

7) The Fosters argue that "there is no such thing as
‘glare resistant glass."'

8) Finally, the Fosters believe that the Newton project
should be denied under Criterion 9(B) of 5 6086(a)
pertaining to primary agricultural soils.

II. QLC MOTION

We deny QLC's request to reconsider Condition #9. That
condition is primarily based upon a conclusion that an additional
Route 4 intersection to serve the Quechee development "will . . .
unnecessarily endanger the public . . . investment" in Route 4.
As its motion acknowledges, QLC does not dispute the "general
proposition that additional access points create new opportuni-
ties for congestion and accidents." Motion at page 5. In
short, each new access drive creates a new point of potential
conflict between motor vehicles, increasing congestion and
safety risks to motorists using Route 4. New points of conflict
should especially be avoided along this segment of Route 4
because of its LOS "El' rating and the frustration which is
experienced by motorists due to the absence of any opportunity
to pass between Woodstock and Quechee Village. QLC will provide
access to the project via Lakeland Drive using an existing Route
4 intersection. QLC has not demonstrated that a second access
is necessary and has not to our satisfaction exhausted the
possibility of using Lakeland Drive to provide an additional
access either through its existing 50' right-of-way or through
acquisition of additional lands.

At the reconsideration hearing QLC offered three alterna-
tive scenarios for access to the Inn, each using a new Route 4
curb cut. Alternative One, restricting the new access for use
only as an entrance, would still involve potential conflict
between eastbound vehicles turning into the new access drive
crossing the path of west-bound vehicles on Route 4. Alterna-
tive Two, with the same use restriction as Alternative One with
the addition of a pull-off lane for east-bound through traffic,
is an improvement on the first alternative in that eastbound
traffic would move more freely; however, the same conflict
between turning vehicles and westbound traffic would remain.
Alternative Three (restricting use of the access to westbound
vehicles entering the premises) is the least objectionable but
in our view would tend to confuse Newton Inn patrons: eastbound
traffic would approach the Inn, see the building and its access
sign, together with the limited access for westbound vehicles
only; eastbound traffic would slow in confusion about the
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location of the entrance road, impeding the movement of traffic.
Further, if Alternative Three is acceptable to QLC, we do not
understand why providing access for all traffic via Lakeland
Drive is not equally acceptable./l/

III. Motion by Foster et al.

We agree with the Fosters that further clarification of the
second prong of our "undue" aesthetic impact analysis is
required. We stated in our November 4 decision that an adverse
impact would be considered "undue" if, inter alia, the project
offended the sensibilities of the Board or a Commission. We
further explained:

It is not enough that we might prefer to see a dif-
ferent design or style of building, or that we might
prefer a different type of land use, but that the
project, when viewed as a whole, is offensive or
shocking, because it is out of character with its
surroundings, or significantly diminishes the scenic
qualities of the area.

November 4 decision, page 19.

We carefully selected the conjunction "or" in the clause "offen-
sive or shocking." As the Fosters have indicated, the word
"shocking" connotes a sensory response markedly stronger than
the term "offensive." As our earlier discussion suggested, the
sensory response of a Commission or the Board must collectively
exceed a simple difference in personal judgment which reasonable
people experience when evaluating matters involving "aesthetics"
and "beauty." There must be a shared, strong negative reaction
extending beyond mere differences of personal taste. We do not,
as the Fosters suggest, require physical illness as the touch-
stone for "undue" adverse impacts; we do, however, require far
more than a de minimis negative response by the Commission and
the Board.

We also take this opportunity to correct a misconception
alluded to by the Fosters and apparently colloquially referred
to as the "Quechee defense." As the Foster motion states:

The [November 41 decision seems to indicate that
because of these visual intrusions [Saltbox, Windsor,
Landmark and Dartmouth Place] into the Quechee Valley,
Quechee Lakes Corporation is now able to continue with

/l/Members Eastman and Lloyd would approve Alternative
Three.
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more visual intrusions with the addition of 88 more
condominium
including a

units along with a large Inn structure
restaurant and 25 separate suites.

Foster motion, p. 9.

We are directed by the language of Criterion 8 to evaluate a
proposed project's impact on scenic beauty, natural beauty, and
aesthetics as they currently exist in the-area wherein the.
project will be located. In evaluatinq an area's aesthetics we
must be cognizant of all features, both natural and man-made,
which contribute to existing scenery: we do not have the
freedom to ignore existing visual intrusions. As our earlier
decision stated:

(T)his portion of the Quechee Valley includes striking
natural features, particularly the Ottauquechee River
and the surrounding hillsides. The broad bend in the
River creates an attractive natural setting . .
[However,] this particular bend in the Ottauquechee is
now dominated by the conversion of a pastoral area
into a recreational community.

November 4 decision, p. 20.

We do not have the freedom to judge projects ignoring patterns
and styles of development which have been in place since 1974.
The possibility that our aesthetic judgment may have been
different with regard to such projects as Saltbox and Dartmouth
Place does not permit us now to ignore the aesthetic impacts of
these and other structures on the present scenery of the Quechee
Valley. All experts testifying on May 29 (including the Fosters'
witness) agreed that the starting point for our Criterion 8
analysis must be to define the existing context into which the
QLC projects would be introduced.

To conclude that we must take into consideration pre-exist-
ing scenic intrusions does not inevitably lead to the conclusion
that a pattern of negative visual intrusion must continue.
First, in concluding that each Applicant must take reasonably
available mitigating steps we are suggesting that visual intru-
sion must be reduced to the greatest practicable extent, even in
an area which has previously experienced scenic intrusions.
Second, and more importantly, a community wishing to stem the
tide of incremental scenic intrusions can do so by establishing
a "clear, written community standard intended to preserve the
aesthetics or scenic, natural beauty of the area." November 4
decision, page 19. For example, a town with an historically
significant village that is experiencing development pressure
gains some margin of protection under Criterion 8 by establish-
ing a design control district; similarly, a road segment plagued
by strip development could be assisted through the creation of a
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scenic corridor or sign ordinance. We will respect such commu-
nity expressions of aesthetic preference when judging applica-
tions under Criterion 8. However, absent such standards we
cannot make decisions in 1985 based upon conditions prevalent in
1974.

We do not agree with the Fosters that the Quechee Concept,
deed covenants or sales representations made by QLC constitute a
written community standard within the meaning of our November 4
decision. As we have repeatedly stated, we will not and cannot
enforce private contractual agreements within the context of Act
250. We further conclude, based upon a review of the QLC
Masterplan Agreement with the Hartford Planning Commission
(marked as Exhibit #114), that said agreement is not a clear
written standard intended to preserve aesthetics or scenic and
natural beauty. References in that document to aesthetics and
scenery are quite few, are non-specific and do not assist in
evaluating the Murphy and Newton projects.

We will not reconsider our substantive judgments of the
Newton and Murphy projects as requested by the Fosters. While
the Fosters may feel that they were denied "free access to a
fair and complete hearing" (Foster Motion at page 131, we
conclude that all parties were given an ample opportunity to
present their cases and the Board made a diligent effort in its
eight days of hearings to thoroughly evaluate these projects.
With regard to the issue of glare resistant glass, no evidence
was introduced into the record to support a conclusion that
glass cannot be treated to reduce reflection. In any event, as
we stated on page 23 of the November 4 decision, we are relying
upon QLC's representations that little or no significant glare
would be produced by the projects and we have reserved jurisdic-
tion to correct any glare condition that does occur./2/ Finally,
the Fosters make the untenable argument that the Newton project
should be denied under Criterion 9(B) - primary agricultural
soils. The Fosters did not have party status with regard to
9(B) before the Commission, did not request such status before
the Board, did not appeal the Commission's affirmative findings
concerning agricultural soils and did not raise any 9(B) issue
in a prehearing conference or prehearing issue statement. While
soil quality issues were raised by QLC, they were raised solely
to respond to the Foster contention that the Newton site would

/2/While our November 4 decision referred to the imposition
of permit conditions on this subject, no such conditions were
included in permits #3W0411-EB and #3W0439-EB due to administra-
tive error. We now correct those permits pursuant to EBR 30(B).
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; not support the landscaping proposed by QLC. We conclude that
: Criterion 9(B) was not identified as an Issue by any party and
is not within the purview of this appeal. See 10 V.S.A. S 6089

and EBR 40(C).

IV. Order

The QLC and Foster Motions to Reconsider and/or Alter the
Board's November 4 decision in these appeals are denied. Land

Use Permits #3W0411-EB  and #3W0439-EB  are hereby corrected
discussed in footnote 2.

,:
(

Dated at Montpelier, Vermont this13th day of January,

VERMONT ENVIRONMENTAL

as

1986 .

BOARD

(a)

I Ferdinand Bongartz
Lawrence H. Bruce, Jr.
Jan S. Eastman

/ Samuel Lloyd III
Roger N. Miller


